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Comments on the National Credit Amendment Bill, 24 November 2017 

Introduction 
 

Summit Financial Partners (Pty) Ltd has been the leader in financial wellbeing since 2004. Our 
team of experts has been actively involved in shaping credit law and influencing lending 
practices to ensure fair and affordable debt for consumers and a sustainable credit industry for 
all.  

The comments submitted are informed by years of experience in address consumer credit 
matters and in-depth knowledge of the National Credit Act, 34 of 2005 (NCA). Summit has 
taken on many credit challenges in order to promote the protection of consumers.  

Summit herewith provides comments on the latest National Credit Amendment Bill, GG No. 
41274 of 24 November 2017, (Bill). The comments and suggestions are made in an effort to 
provide practical context to the proposed amendments, and to clarify the experience of a debt 
counsellor, alternative dispute resolution agent, and other interested parties.  

The primary reasons for the amendments pertain to the introduction of the debt intervention 
process and to provide for better enforcement for the prevention of reckless credit. The debt 
intervention process aims to aid a group of vulnerable consumers which are excluded from the 
current debt rescue mechanisms. Although Summit welcomes this new process, there are a few 
glaring issues that are addressed in the comments.  

The Bill provides the National Credit Regulator (NCR) with the power to suspend reckless credit 
agreements and refer the agreements to the National Consumer Tribunal (Tribunal). Summit 
has been a forerunner in challenging reckless credit agreements, however, with little success. It 
is our submission that more must be done in addressing both the prevention of reckless credit 
granting and the enforcement thereof.  

 

Summit, as a debt counsellor and alternative dispute resolution agent, has experienced several 
obstacles in addressing reckless credit agreements and other pertinent consumer protection 
matters. These issues are as follows: 
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1. Ineffectiveness of the NCR 

Summit has followed numerous processes as set out in the NCA. These processes include, but 
are not limited to, submitting complaints on behalf of consumers, giving instructions to 
attorneys firms to submit reckless credit and other complaints with the NCR, cooperating with 
investigations led by the NCR and others. However, it has been our experience that the NCR 
does not have the capacity or infrastructure to adequately address many of these cases. The 
number of complaints submitted to the NCR range in the 100’s and the number of satisfactory 
responses is minimal. These failures cannot be placed solely on the employees of the NCR, but 
should also be placed on the internal structure of the NCR. It is, therefore, the opinion of 
Summit that the NCR as an organisation is not equipped to satisfy its current duties, as well as 
the proposed duties placed thereon by these Bill.  

 
2. Access to justice 

The NCA makes provision for the enforcement of reckless credit, however, it is Summit’s 
submission these avenues are inadequate in ineffective. For an individual consumer who wishes 
to challenge a reckless credit agreement, the following avenues are available: 

a. Debt counselling  

Few debt counsellors have the knowledge or experience in challenging reckless 
credit. Although debt counsellors receive training on reckless credit, the practical 
enforcement thereof is never discussed. The cost implications of taking on such 
challenges are also never considered. Furthermore, some consumers elect not to 
apply for debt counselling due to various reasons.  

b. Referral to the NCR in terms of section 136 of the NCA 

A consumer or third party may refer a reckless credit case to the NCR. Summit, who 
acts on behalf of consumers in bringing these cases to the NCR, has received a very 
poor response from the NCR. Furthermore, none of the reckless credit cases 
referred to the NCR has ever been followed by a referral to the Tribunal or resulted 
in a section 55 compliance notice. The NCR complaint’s department response time 
has also been very poor.  

Summit has also appointed attorneys to act on consumer’s behalf in referring 
reckless credit challenges to the NCR. Our attorneys have received very negative 
feedback in these cases. The NCR’s standard response to the attorneys was that they 
were acting as unregistered alternative dispute resolution agents and that the 
complaints were insufficient. See an example of the response received from the NCR 
attached.  
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c. Referral to the magistrates’ court and Tribunal  

Summit has referred a number of cases to the magistrates’ court. However, it is the 
opinion of some magistrates that section 83 of the NCA does not allow for a self-
standing reckless lending application. They postulate that reckless lending can only 
be raised in an application for debt counselling, or as a defense in a summary 
judgment procedure. Other magistrates accept self-standing reckless lending 
applications and hear the matters as part of the motion court proceedings.  

This is also a costly process and thus not all reckless credit cases can be challenged in 
the manner. The Tribunal does not currently have a process in terms of which 
reckless credit matters can be referred to them directly. Summit provides comments 
and suggestions on this issue hereunder. 

It is Summit’s submission that consumers currently do not have a viable avenue for challenging 
reckless credit and that the proposed amendments in the Bill have done little to improve on the 
status quo.  

Furthermore, the debt intervention process aims to reach a certain group of vulnerable 
consumers. The process allows consumers to approach the NCR directly with applications. 
Regardless of the NCR’s current failings, the consumers are expected to bring an application 
consisting of various documents and information. It is Summit’s opinion that the amendments 
fail to take into account the access these consumers might have to cellular telephones, email, 
computers, registered mail, fax machines and the like. By stating that consumers are required 
to bring these debt intervention applications themselves, the amendments place a burden on 
these consumers that they in all likelihood will not be able to satisfy. Summit provides 
comments and suggestions on this issue hereunder.  

 
3. Affordability assessment 

Although the Bill does not address the affordability assessments requirement as set out in 
section 82 of the NCA, it is nonetheless a key component in addressing reckless credit granting. 
The current legislation on the affordability assessment of credit agreements is insufficient and 
leaves room for manipulation and error. Firstly, credit providers are required to make use of 
the Minimum Expense Norms table contained in Regulation 23A(10) of the NCA. However, the 
minimum expenses as provided in the in the table is unrealistically low and the table has 
become the standard considered living expenses in many credit assessments. Furthermore, 
credit providers often disregard service agreements (such as cell phone and DSTV) and 
insurances as when doing an affordability assessment as no mention is made of these expenses 
in Regulation 23A. Summit provides comments and suggestions on this issue hereunder.  

Summit is in the process of finalising a report on the Minimum Expense Norms table and its 
failure to have an impact on the creditworthiness of consumers. This report will be made 
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publicly available in the next week. It is submitted that the content of the report should be 
considered in making amendments to the Regulations on the NCA and the Minimum Expense 
Norms table in particular.  

 

Attention should further be taken of the suggested additional amendments to the NCA: 

- Section 83 
- Section 126B 
- Section 129 
- Regulation 23A 
- Regulation of payday loans 

 

Comments 

Summit herewith submits comments on the Bill.  

 

 

For further details on the comments submitted contact: 

Mareesa Kreuser  
Mareesa@summitfin.co.za 
Tel: 087 353 0736

mailto:Mareesa@summitfin.co.za
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Section Subject Relevant Amendment  Comment 
Section 15 Functions of the 

National Credit 
Regulator 

S 15 –  
(hA) Evaluating and referring 
applications for debt intervention 
contemplated in section 88A and 
88F; 
(hB) assessing and suspending 
credit agreements considered to 
be reckless as contemplated in 
section 82A; 

• The Bill makes provision for two new NCR 
functions; reviewing and referring debt 
intervention applications, and assessing and 
suspending reckless credit agreements. Although 
these two functions are welcomed, concern is 
raised as to the NCR’s ability to adequately 
perform these functions.  

• It is unclear whether proper investigation has been 
done in order to verify the NCR’s ability to comply 
with the new functions allocated. Summit has in 
the past submitted a number of reckless credit 
complaints to the NCR, but received very few 
responses and often more than six months after 
the initial complaint was submitted. Consumers 
who are subject to reckless credit granting 
currently have very few avenues to successfully 
challenge reckless credit.  

• Providing the NCR with more power in addressing 
reckless lending will only be effective if they have 
the capability to properly investigate and refer 
cases to the Tribunal. It is submitted that the NCR 
must provide a detailed proposal setting out the 
steps that will be taken to address pass inaction 
and ensure that the necessary resources and 
infrastructure has been set up to address the influx 
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of consumer related queries they will be receiving.  

    

Section 43 
 
 
 
Section 70 

Registration of credit 
bureaux 
 
 
Credit bureau 
information  

S43(1)(a)- 
(v)  successful debt intervention 

applications; 
 
S 70(1) & (2)- 
(a) a person’s credit history, 

including applications for 
credit, credit agreements to 
which the person is or has 
been a party, patterns of 
payment or default under any 
credit agreements, debt re-
arrangement in terms of this 
Act, incidence of enforcement 
action with respect to any such 
credit agreement, the 
circumstances of termination 
of any such credit agreement, 
debt intervention granted, and 
related matters;  

(aA) accept without charge the 
filing of consumer credit 
information from the National 
Credit Regulator related to a 
successful debt intervention 
application;  

• It is suggested that debt review applications also 
form part of the definition of ‘consumer credit 
information’.  

• It is unclear when an applicant’s debt intervention 
status must be noted on the credit report. With 
reference to section 88B(1)(b)(ii), the NCR must 
notify the credit bureaux of an debt intervention 
application, regardless of whether the application 
was referred to the Tribunal or if the Tribunal 
granted such an order.  

• It is submitted that, as an applicant may not take 
out any further credit when apply for debt 
intervention, a note must be made on the 
applicant’s credit report upon application.  

• The applicant’s credit report can be update if the 
NCR or Tribunal rejects the application, or if the 
Tribunal makes an order in terms of section 88C(2). 
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Section 69 National register of 
credit agreements 

S 69 (1A) –  
The National Credit Regulator 
must keep a register of 
applications for debt intervention 
contemplated in section 88A or as 
may be prescribed in terms of 
section 88F, received by the 
National Credit Regulator and any 
order made in respect of such 
applications. 

• The national register of credit agreements is a 
register of outstanding credit agreements. It is 
unclear as to why an application for debt 
intervention will have to be noted on the same 
register, especially considering that debt review is 
not required to be noted on the same register.  

• The NCR must keep a record of debt intervention 
applications, as they should of debt review 
applications. If the national register of credit 
agreements will also serve as the register for debt 
intervention applications, it is submitted that debt 
review applications should also be noted on the 
register.  

    

 Section 71A Automatic removal of 
adverse consumer 
credit information  

S71A(3A)- 
) Credit bureaux must remove a 
listing related to a successful debt 
intervention application— 

 seven days after the period 
contemplated in section 88C(2)(c) 
expires; 

 seven days after a period 
contemplated in section 88C(3)(a) 
or (b) expires, where the debt 
intervention applicant did not 
present his or her financial 
circumstances to the Tribunal for 
a further decision; 

 12 months after the date on 
which the order contemplated in 
section 88C(4) was handed down; 

• The Bill does not make provision for the NCR or the 
consumer to provide updates on the status of an 
applicant’s debt intervention order. For example, 
the credit bureaux will not know whether or not a 
consumer has presented her or his financial 
circumstances to the Tribunal and can thus not 
elect to remove the information. 

• It is submitted that the NCR must be required to 
update the credit bureaux of the status of a debt 
intervention application and that, the credit 
bureaux be required to update the consumer 
credit information within seven days.  

• It is suggested that a similar systems as the NCR 
Debt Help (ncrdebthelp.co.za) site may be used. 
The site is used by debt counsellors, the NCR and 
credit bureaux to update and receive consumers’ 
debt review application statuses.  
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or 
 seven days after the period 

contemplated in section 88C(5)(b) 
expires,  
whichever is the later date. 
 

    

Section 82A National Credit 
Regulator to suspend 
reckless credit 
agreement 

S82A- 
(1) If a credit provider during an 

assessment contemplated in 
section 81(2) reasonably 
suspects any credit agreement 
included in that assessment of 
being a reckless credit 
agreement, that credit 
provider must report that 
suspected reckless credit 
agreement to the National 
Credit Regulator. 

 
 

• The Bill does not allow for a mechanism to ensure 
compliance with this section. There is no way to 
query or assess credit providers’ compliance with 
the reporting.  

• It is suggested that all registered credit providers 
and debt counsellors provide annually or monthly 
reports on any reckless lending cases referred to 
the NCR. The NCR will then be able to pick up on 
reckless credit trends and act accordingly.   

• Summit has on numerous occasions referred 
reckless credit cases to the NCR, with little to no 
response. The NCR must ensure that they have the 
necessary resources and infrastructure to address 
these reports thoroughly and in a timely manner. 

• This section refers to “report”; however it is not 
made clear what form this “report” must take. Will 
the report be submitted in accordance to section 
136 complaints, which requires a Form 29 to be 
completed? Which documentation should be 
included in the referral to the NCR? It is important 
that the reporting process be set out in detail to 
avoid any cases from being denied due to 
technicalities.  
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  S82A- 
(2) If a debt counsellor during an 

assessment contemplated in 
section 86(6) reasonably 
suspects any credit agreement 
included in that assessment of 
being a reckless credit 
agreement, that debt 
counsellor must report that 
suspected reckless credit 
agreement to— 
(a) the National Credit 

Regulator where the debt 
counsellor rejects the 
application as 
contemplated in section 
86(7)(a) or makes a 
recommendation 
contemplated in section 
86(7)(b); or 

(b) the Magistrate’s Court 
where the debt counsellor 
makes a recommendation 
contemplated in section 
86(7)(b). 

 

• In terms of the debt counselling procedure, if all 
parties consented to the terms of repayment the 
debt counsellor can refer the matter to the 
Tribunal for a consent order. However it may 
happen that the debt counsellors suspect one or 
more of the consumer’s credit agreements as 
being reckless. Will the debt counsellor be able to 
bring these credit agreements to the Tribunal’s 
notice and request a declaration of reckless credit 
as well as an order to restructure the consumer’s 
debt obligations as stipulated in section 83(3) of 
the Act?  

• Although the Act allows for these types of 
applications, the Tribunal currently does not have 
a set procedure for debt counsellors to refer these 
cases to them. It is submitted that the Tribunal 
makes provision for a procedure in terms of which 
a debt counsellor can refer a reckless credit matter 
in conjunction with a debt restructuring proposals 
to them. 

• Furthermore, debt counsellors are more likely to 
receive opposition in court in bringing these types 
of cases. It has been Summits experience that once 
reckless credit accusations are brought to the 
courts attention, credit providers oppose the debt 
restructuring application by raising minor 
technicalities in order to prevent the case from 
being heard on its merits. Credit providers have 
the resources to challenges these matter ad 
nauseam, whereas over-indebted consumers do 
not.   
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• The Bill proposes that a consumer no longer have 
to elect reckless credit to be challenged, but that a 
debt counsellor will be compelled, regardless of 
the consumer’s wishes, to report such cases. 
However, no mention is made of the cost 
implications of such reports.  

• It will also be vital that magistrates are given a 
proper training on addressing reckless credit 
complaints in court.  

• The purpose of the inclusion of section 82A(1) and 
(2) is to provide for additional avenues for the 
monitoring of reckless credit granting. However, 
the prevalence of reckless credit granting is due to 
the lack of proper enforcement and not reporting. 
Refer to the introduction to these for a further 
detailed discussion on reckless credit granting.  

  S82A- 

(3) The Tribunal may impose an 
administrative fine as 
contemplated in section 151, 
in respect of a credit provider 
or a debt counsellor who fails 
to report a suspected reckless 
credit agreement. 

 

• It is unclear how the failure to report by credit 
providers and debt counsellors will be brought to 
the attention of the Tribunal. No procedure has 
been put in place to ensure that the information 
reaches the Tribunal. It is also unclear if failure to 
report can be brought to the Tribunal’s attention 
by an interested party, and if only the NCR can 
approach the Tribunal with concerns of failures to 
report. 

• It is also unclear what will constitute a failure to 
report. What factors will be considered in 
determining a credit provider or debt counsellors 
failure to report? 

  S82A(2)- 
(5) If the National Credit 

• The interim suspension of reckless credit by the 
NCR is welcomed. However, it is submitted that 
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Regulator is reasonably of the 
view that a credit agreement 
reported to it as contemplated 
in subsections (1) and (2) is a 
reckless credit agreement, the 
National Credit Regulator 
must— 

(a) issue a notice to the 
affected credit provider in 
the prescribed form, 
suspending the reckless 
credit agreement; and 

(b) refer the reckless credit 
agreement to the Tribunal 
for a declaration 
contemplated in section 83. 

(6) Section 84 applies in respect of 
the suspension of a reckless 
credit agreement by the 
National Credit Regulator: 
Provided that where the 
Tribunal finds that the credit 
agreement is not a reckless 
credit agreement, section 
84(2)(b) does not apply to that 
credit agreement.’ 

 

section 84 should apply in its totality until the 
Tribunal finds the agreement not reckless, where 
after the suspension can be lifted. Section 84(1)(b) 
should be applied from date of suspension until 
the Tribunal makes a final order, after which the 
Tribunal order should apply.  

• This comment might be best illustrated by an 
example. If a credit agreement has been referred 
to the NCR and is then subsequently declared 
reckless by the NCR, such an agreement will be 
suspended in terms of section 84 of the Act. Thus, 
the consumer will not be required to make 
payments and no fees or interest can be levied 
against the account.  
The NCR then has to refer the matter to the 
Tribunal for an order, which may take some time 
to finalise. During this time the consumer has not 
been making payments due to the suspension. If 
the Tribunal then finds the agreement not to be 
reckless, all fees and interest can be added again 
retrospectively in terms of the wording of the Bill. 
Such and order will leave an often already 
financially over-burdened consumer with even 
more debt.  This is especially concerning if one 
takes into account that a consumer might not have 
requested such a referral in the first place.  

• It is submitted that if the Tribunal finds the 
agreement not to be reckless and lifts the 
suspension, section 84(2)(b) must still be applied 
to the credit agreement, or at the very least be to 
the Tribunal’s discretion.  
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Section 88A Application for debt 
intervention  

S 88A(1) –  
For the purpose of this Part – 
(a) ‘debt intervention applicant’ 

means a South African citizen 
or permanent resident that is 
a natural person and who on 
the date of submission of the 
application contemplated in 
subsection (2) is a consumer 
under a credit agreement and 
–   
(i) receive no income, or if he 

or she receives an income 
or has a right to receive 
income, regardless of the 
source, frequency or 
regularity of that income, 
that gross income did on 
an average for the six 
months preceding the date 
of the application for debt 
intervention not exceed 
R7500 per month; 

• In terms of the South African matrimonial property 
law, parties married in community of property are 
jointly and severally liable for household debt. Will 
the debt intervention process deviate from this 
principle?  

• The Bill does not make provision for joint 
household income or assets. As with debt 
counselling, the Bill refers only to an individual 
applicant.  

• Provision must be made for joint applicants where 
parties are married in community of property. 

• Provision should also be made for joint household 
income for parties married out of community of 
property.  
 

• The Bill requires a six months average to be taken 
into account. It is suggested that the NCR or 
Tribunal be granted the discretion to allow 
applicants who can only prove an income of less 
than R7500 over a three months average.  

S 88A(1)(a)–  
(ii) has no realisable assets; and 

• In terms of the Bill, a consumer cannot apply for 
debt intervention if they have any realisable 
assets. Therefore, if an applicant’s assets exceed 
the threshold as set out in section 88A(1)(b), the 
application should be denied outright. The NCR 
and Tribunal cannot use their discretion in this 
regard.  
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• The definition of realisable asset does not allow for 
flexibility (see comments below).  

  S 88A(1)(a) – 
…and includes a disabled person, 
a minor heading a household, or a 
woman heading a household; 

• This inclusion is superfluous, as the definition 
clearly already includes the listed applicants. 

• If special consideration should be made in these 
cases such consideration should be noted 
specifically. In that instance, the special 
consideration should also be specified; for example 
the NCR or Tribunal may deviate from the 
maximum prescribed gross income or the 
threshold of realisable assets in the following 
circumstances.   

  S88A(1)- 
(b)  ’realisable asset’ means an 

asset that can swiftly be 
converted into cash at a value 
that reasonably reflects the 
second-hand market value of 
that asset, but does not 
include – 
(i) necessary tools and 

implements of trade, stock 
and agricultural 
implements up to a 
maximum of R10 000; 

(ii) professional books, 
documents or instruments 
necessarily used by that 
debt intervention 
applicant in his or her 
profession up to a 

• The definition of realisable assets is insufficient. 
The Bill refers to any assets that can ‘swiftly be 
converted into cash’ but does not specify what will 
be regarded as ‘swiftly’. For example, will 
immovable assets be disregarded in this instance 
as it cannot be sold speedily? It could not have 
been the intention of the legislature to place a 
person under debt intervention when they have an 
unburdened immovable asset worth R1 million.  

• The Bill also makes no reference to secured assets. 
As secured assets are already burdened by a credit 
agreement, it is submitted that these assets should 
not be taken into account.  

• With reference to the assets excluded, it is 
submitted that the NCR and the Tribunal must be 
able to use their discretion in making a 
determination of which assets should qualify as 
‘realisable asset’.  

• For example, if a person’s necessary tools of trade 
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maximum of R10 000; 
(iii) necessary household 

furniture and household 
utensils up to a maximum 
of R10 000; 

(iv) … 
(v) the supply of food and 

drink in the residence of 
the debt intervention 
applicant sufficient for the 
needs of that debt 
intervention applicant and 
of his and her immediate 
household, for a period of 
one month; and 

(vi) … ” 

include a motor vehicle valued at R15 000, for 
example a bakkie to move equipment, this asset 
will be regarded as ‘realisable’ and thus 
immediately disqualify the person from debt 
intervention.  

• Household food supply should not be taken 
regarded as a ‘realisable asset’. A distinction 
should be made between food stock used to sell 
and food supply used for consumption by the 
household. The NCR and Tribunal’s discretion will 
be necessary in order to draw a distinction 
between the two in a given case. 

•  A further consideration is who will be burdened 
with determining an applicant’s asset value? Will 
an application be accepted at face value or will the 
applicant need to submit some form of proof? Will 
a credit provider be able to oppose such an 
application on the grounds that the applicant 
failed to disclose certain assets? 

  S88A(2)- 
A debt intervention applicant may 
apply once to the National Credit 
Regulator in the prescribed 
manner and form for a debt 
intervention , if that debt 
intervention applicant has at 24 
November 2017, a total 
unsecured debt owing to credit 
provider of no more than 
R50,000. 

• Applicants should not be prevented from applying 
for debt intervention more than once.  

• Applicants whose debt interventions application 
has been granted by the Tribunal should also be 
able to reapply at a later stage should their 
financial circumstances warrant such an 
application.  

• However, previous applications and debt 
interventions orders should be taken into 
consideration when an applicant re-applies.  

• It is also unclear if an applicant will be disqualified 
from applying if the original application was 
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rejected. 
• The date specified in this section should refer to 

the date of application; “…if that intervention 
application has at date of application, a total 
unsecured debt owing…”. 

  S 88A(3)- 
The following credit agreements 
that form part of the total 
unsecured debt, do not qualify for 
the debt intervention: 
(a) … 
(b) subject to section 85(c), any 

credit agreement where, at 
the time of the application  
for the debt intervention, the 
credit provider under that 
credit agreement has 
proceeded to take the steps 
contemplated in section 130 
to enforce that agreement. 

• It is submitted that credit agreement where legal 
action has commenced should also be made 
subject to the debt intervention application. 
Waiting for the matter to be referred to debt 
intervention by the court in terms of section 85(c) 
is costly and time consuming for the applicant, the 
credit provider and the courts.  

• This exclusion can also result in an emolument 
attachment order being issued against a 
consumers salary and thereby further extending 
the financial burden placed on an already debt 
stressed applicant.  

• If the NCR and the Tribunal finds that the 
applicant’s financial circumstances qualifies them 
for debt intervention then all her or his unsecured 
credit agreements should be considered.  

  S 88A(4)- 
The application contemplated in 
subsection (2) must be supported 
by –  
(i) … 
(ii) … 
(iii) credit agreements that 

relates to the total unsecured 
debt; 

(iv) credit insurance agreements, 

• It is submitted that only a list of the credit 
agreements, together with the relevant reference 
numbers, should be provided and not the credit 
agreements themselves. Many consumers do not 
keep copies of their credit agreements and 
duplicate copies of credit agreements are often 
difficult to come by. This is especially true for 
applicants who do not have access to the 
infrastructure needed to obtain such documents.  

• As is the case with debt counselling, credit 
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if any, pertaining to the debt 
intervention applicant’s 
indebtedness; 

(v) agreements, if any, entered 
into with creditors related  to 
restructuring any of the debt 
intervention applicant’s debt; 

(vi) a set out of all the assets 
owned by the debt 
intervention applicant; and 

(vii) such other information as 
may be prescribed. 

providers can be afforded an opportunity to 
provide the exact details of the relevant credit 
agreements when notified of the debt intervention 
application.  

• With reference to the debt intervention 
application process, it is submitted that the Act 
makes provision for an applicant to elect a third 
party to assist in submitting their application to the 
NCR. Many applicants that would qualify for debt 
intervention may not have the knowhow or access 
to the necessary infrastructure to complete such 
an application. Alternatively, the NCR must submit 
a viable proposal setting out how they intend to 
assist applicants who may need assistance in their 
debt intervention applications.  

    
Section 88B Evaluation of 

application for debt 
intervention  

S88B(1) 
(a) … 
(b) … 
(c) provide each credit provider 

listed in the application with a 
summary of the debt 
intervention applicant’s 
income, assets and liabilities. 

• The Regulations which will set out the procedure 
for debt interventions applications must afford 
credit providers an opportunity to confirm the 
content of the debt intervention application and to 
raise any disputes. 

  S88B(3) –  
When evaluating the application, 
the National Credit Regulator 
must determine whether any of 
the credit agreements making up 
the debt under consideration -  
(a) may constitute reckless 

• Suggested rephrase of section 88B(3)(a) – “may 
constitute reckless credit [lending] contemplated 
in section 80, or may constitute an unlawful credit 
agreement [transaction] contemplated in section 
89, or contain an unlawful provision as 
contemplated in section 90. [or a transaction 
resulting from prohibited conduct or dereliction 
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lending contemplated in 
section 80, or may constitute 
an unlawful transaction or a 
transaction resulting from 
prohibited conduct or 
dereliction of required 
conduct, and if so section 55 
applies and the National 
Credit Regulator must 
separate that credit 
agreement from the 
application for the debt 
intervention; 

 

of required conduct, and if so section 55 applies 
and the National Credit Regulator must separate 
that credit agreement from the application for 
the debt intervention;] 

• A compliance notice in terms of section 55 will not 
remedy the recklessness of the credit agreement, 
as the credit agreement was reckless when it was 
granted, continues to be reckless and cannot be 
made not-reckless by a compliance notice. The 
compliance notice can only prohibit the credit 
provider from going into future reckless credit 
agreements.  

• Unlike unlawful credit agreement, prohibited 
conduct is often open to interpretation and 
frequently requires the NCR to conduct an 
investigation. It is submitted that the NCR is not 
authorised to separate those agreements from the 
debt intervention by way of section 55. A 
compliance notice will contain the terms of 
compliance and often require some action from 
the registrant.  

• In order for the NCR to address these credit 
agreements, the process as set out in section 55 
should be followed and a compliance notice must 
be sent to the relevant credit provider. The NCR 
can draw the Tribunal’s attention to these 
agreements and request that the Tribunal makes 
an appropriate order.  

• Furthermore, it is unclear what ‘separate that 
credit agreement’ would entail. Would such a 
separation result in the credit agreement being 
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excluded from the debt intervention application? If 
so, what will the status of those agreements be?  

• See further the comments made on Section 
88B(4)(c) below.  

  S88B(4)- 
If the National Credit Regulator, 
taking into account the criteria set 
out in section 88A(2) and (3) and 
after having evaluated the 
information contemplated in 
section 88A(4) against the criteria, 
reasonably concludes that –  

(a) the debt intervention 
application does not 
qualify for the debt 
intervention, the National 
Credit Regulator must 
reject the application; 

• The grounds on which an application will be 
rejected are not made clear in the Bill. With 
reference to section 88A(2) and (3), an application 
must be rejected if an applicant’s income, assets 
and total unsecured debt obligations exceed the 
prescribed maximums. The NCR has no discretion 
in this regard.  

• Furthermore, the Bill does not require the NCR to 
consider whether the applicant is over-indebted in 
terms of section 79 of the Act. 

• It is submitted that this section should include 
factors that the NCR must consider when 
determining whether an applicant will qualify and 
that the NCR be authorised to use their discretion 
in certain instance (refer to the comment on 
section 88A(1)(b) on ‘realisable assets’ above).   

• In the current reading of the Bill, the NCR can only 
reject an application if an applicant’s income, 
assets and total unsecured debt exceeds the 
maximum. In all other instances an application 
must be accepted.  

  S88B(4)- 
(b) the debt intervention 

applicant does not qualify for 
the debt intervention, but is 
nevertheless experiencing, or 
is likely to experience, 

• In the reading of this subsection and the sections 
relating to debt intervention contained in the Bill, 
an applicant who could qualify for debt review may 
also qualify for debt intervention and that the 
latter process should be preferred. In other words, 
an applicant who qualifies for debt intervention in 
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difficulty satisfying all the debt 
intervention application’s 
obligations under credit 
agreements in a timely 
manner, the National Credit 
Regulator must refer the debt 
intervention application to a 
debt counsellor for debt 
review or assistance with a 
voluntary plan of debt re-
arrangement; 

terms of section 88A(2) and (3) should not be 
rejected by the NCR, even if the NCR is of the view 
that the applicant would qualify for debt review.  
 

  S88B(4)- 
(c) a credit agreement that 

formed part of the application 
may constitute reckless 
lending, an unlawful credit 
agreement or a credit 
agreement resulting from 
prohibited behaviour, or 
resulting from dereliction of 
required conduct, the National 
Credit Regulator may make a 
recommendation to the 
Tribunal for an appropriate 
declaration; or 

 

• Section 88B(4)(c) should be applicable in all 
instances, even if the NCR rejects the application 
or refers it to a debt counsellor.  

 

    

Section 88C Orders related to debt 
intervention 

S88C(1)- 
An application for debt 
intervention may be considered 
by a single member of the 

• Note the capitalisation of ‘Regulator’. 
• The Bill does not make mention of any objections 

that may be raised by a credit provider. It is 
submitted that a credit provider, to which the debt 
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Tribunal, with reference to the 
documents included in the 
referral from the National Credit 
regulator [sic] only, without 
further evidence being led. 

intervention application applies, be afforded an 
opportunity to make a submission as to why the 
application should be rejected or amended. Such 
submissions should be received and considered by 
the NCR before the matter is referred to the 
Tribunal. Thus, once the matter has been referred 
to the Tribunal, as is evident from the wording of 
section 88C(1), no further submissions may be 
made by any of the relevant credit providers. This 
approach is similarly to an Ex Parte insolvency 
application. 

  S88C(2)-  
The Tribunal may, in addition to 
its other powers in terms of this 
Act, after having considered the 
referral contemplated in section 
88B(4)(c) or (d) and any other 
relevant information -   
(a) make an order that the debt 

intervention applicant does 
not qualify for the debt 
intervention and reject the 
application; 

• The Bill does not provide the factors that must be 
considered by the Tribunal in rejecting an 
application.  

  S88C(2)- 
(b) … 
(c) where the Tribunal is of the 

view that debt intervention 
applicant could satisfy 
payment requirements, but 
an order contemplated in 
paragraph (b) would not be 

• If the Tribunal makes an order in terms of section 
88C(2)(c), it is suggested that the applicant be 
required to make payments through a registered 
payment distribution agent and that, if possible, an 
emolument attachment order be issued on her or 
his payslip.  

• It is submitted that section 88C(2)(b) be made 
subject to paragraph (c) and not the other way 
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effective, determine the—  
(i) maximum interest, fees or 

other charges under a 
qualifying credit 
agreement for such a 
period as the Tribunal 
deem fair and reasonable 
but not exceeding twelve 
months, before the expiry 
of which the debt 
intervention applicant 
must present his or her 
financial circumstances to 
the Tribunal for an 
extension of the 
determination for a period 
not exceeding twelve 
months or another order 
contemplated in this 
subsection: Provided that 
the maximum interest, fee 
or other charge may be 
zero;  

(ii)  maximum monthly 
instalment that the debt 
intervention applicant can 
be expected to pay to the 
affected credit providers 
during the period 
contemplated in 
subparagraph (i); 

around. In other words, the Tribunal should only 
refer a matter back to the NCR to refer the 
applicant to debt review if an order in terms of 
section 88C(2)(c) would be impractical or 
ineffective. The process as set out in paragraph (c) 
should be preferred.  

• The current wording in section 88C(2)(c)(ii) seems 
to indicate that the applicant can elect the amount 
to pay each month. It is suggested that the 
wording in section 88C(2)(c)(ii) be changed from 
“maximum monthly instalment that the debt 
intervention applicant can be expected to pay…” to 
a clearer “the monthly instalment that the debt 
intervention applicant must” pay.  
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  S88C(2)- 
(d) declare- 

(i) a credit agreement 
reckless as contemplated 
in section 55 read with 83; 
or 

(ii) a credit agreement or a 
provision of a credit 
agreement void for being 
unlawful, resulting from 
prohibited conduct or the 
dereliction of required 
conduct as contemplated 
in section 55;   

• Section 55 of the Act refers to a compliance notice 
that can be sent by the NCR and is not applicable 
in either of these subparagraphs. Section 55 of the 
Act provides for the procedural aspect to enforce 
compliance and does not make mention of reckless 
credit or any particular prohibited or required 
conduct. Refer to the comment on section 88B(3) 
above.  

• Reckless credit is defined in section 80 an can be 
declared reckless in terms of section 83. 

• The Tribunal can declare conduct as being 
prohibited in terms of section 150(a), however the 
Tribunal does not have to power to declare such 
an agreement void.  

• Conduct cannot be declared prohibited or an 
agreement void in terms of section 55.  

• Void agreement: it is important to note that the 
consequence of a void agreement is that the 
agreement is declared invalid from inception and 
requires restitution to take place. In other words, a 
credit provider can reclaim the credit extended to 
the consumer in terms of unjustified enrichment. 
Thus, a consumer can still be required to repay the 
loan. 

  S88C(3)- 
(a) If the Tribunal is of the view 

that the debt intervention 
applicant qualifies for the debt 
intervention, the Tribunal 
must suspend all of the 
qualifying credit agreements, 

• Again, the Bill is unclear as to when an applicant 
qualifies for debt intervention and which factors 
will be taken into consideration. From the wording 
of the Bill an applicant qualifies for debt 
intervention based on their income, assets and 
total unsecured debt. No reference is made of the 
applicant’s financial circumstances and how this 
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in part or in full, for 12 
months, before the expiry of 
which the debt intervention 
applicant must present his or 
her financial circumstances to 
the Tribunal for—  
(i)  an order extending the 

suspension for a further 
period of 12 months; 

(ii) an order in terms of 
subsection (4). 

(b) Before the expiry of the 
further period of 12 months 
contemplated in paragraph 
(a)(i), the debt intervention 
applicant must present his or 
her financial circumstances to 
the Tribunal for an order in 
terms of subsection (4) or 
such other order as the 
Tribunal may deem 
appropriate taking the 
financial circumstances of the 
debt intervention applicant. 

will impact the Tribunals decision.  
• What factors will be taken into account by the 

Tribunal in electing not grant the suspension, but 
rather require the applicant to make partial 
payment in terms of section 88C(2)(c)? 

• The content of section 88C(3)(b) is already 
stipulated in section 88C(3)(a) and is unnecessary 
repetition. It is submitted that either paragraph (a) 
or (b) should amended.  

 

  S88C(4)- 
If the Tribunal is of the view that 
the financial circumstances of 
the debt intervention applicant 
did not sufficiently improve, 
during the period or extended 
period contemplated in 

• It is unclear what the legal effect of such an 
extinguishment will be. It is submitted that a clear 
definition of ‘extinguished’ must be included in 
section 88A(1) in order to avoid any unnecessary 
litigation for clarification. 

• The definition of ‘extinguished’ must indicate 
whether the debt or part thereof will be written 
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subsection (3), to justify an 
order releasing the debt 
intervention applicant from the 
debt intervention process, or an 
order contemplated in 
subsection (2)(b), (c) or (f), the 
Tribunal must declare the debt 
under the qualifying credit 
agreements as extinguished: 
Provided that the 
extinguishment— 
(a) may be a percentage of the 

debt due; and 
(b) must apply equally to all the 

qualifying credit 
agreements. 

 

off and that all or part of the force and effect of 
the credit agreements will become unenforceable. 
It should also be made clear that the credit 
provider cannot claim restitution or unjustified 
enrichment in these circumstances.  

• It should be made clear that, from the date of the 
order, the applicant will no longer be liable for any 
payment towards the credit provider or any party 
who may receive transfer of the debt. Further, all 
reference to these credit agreements should be 
removed from the applicant’s credit bureau 
information.  

  S88C(5)-  
When granting an order 
contemplated in subsection 
(2)(c), (e) or (f), the Tribunal may 
set conditions related to— 

(a) notification of credit 
providers and the execution 
of the order; 

(b) … 
(c)  any credit agreement that 

qualified for the debt 
intervention; 

(d) the attendance of a financial 
literacy or budgeting skills 

• Section 88C(2)(d) should also be included in 
subsection 5. 

• The Bill does not specify the conditions that the 
Tribunal can set on the related credit agreements. 
Will it entitle the Tribunal to use its discretion in 
setting any condition it deems necessary? It is 
suggested that some guidelines be given in this 
regard.  

• The financial literacy program is welcomed; 
however, it is unclear how the legislature intends 
to ensure the practical implementation of such 
programs.  
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programme intended to 
assist the debt intervention 
applicant to manage his or 
her financial position; or 

  S88C(7)-  
The limitation on the debt 
intervention applicant’s right to 
apply for credit contemplated in 
subsection (5)(b) may not exceed 
36 months and when 
determining an appropriate 
period, the following factors 
must be considered: 

(a) … 

• It is unclear from when the 36 must be calculated. 
It is submitted that this period be calculated from 
date of the order being granted and not date of 
application.  

  S88C(8)- 
The National Credit Regulator 
must notify the debt 
intervention applicant of any 
order contemplated in 
subsection (2), and serve a copy 
thereof in the prescribed 
manner and form, on— 

• It is suggested that reference to “subsection(2)” be 
replaced with “this section”.  

  S88C(9)- 

A credit provider affected by an 
order contemplated in 
subsection (2) may by notice to 
the debt intervention applicant 
and the National Credit 
Regulator, set down the matter 
for reconsideration of the order. 

• The phrase “in the prescribed manner and form” 
should be included in this subsection.  

• The Regulations should provide for timeframes and 
procedures that needs to be adhered to by the 
credit provider.   
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Section 88D Effect of debt 
intervention 

S88D(2)- 
A credit provider who receives 
notice of an application 
contemplated in section 88B(1)(b) 
may not exercise or enforce by 
litigation or other judicial process 
any right or security under that 
credit agreement until— 
(a)  … 
(b) the debt intervention applicant 

does not accept a referral 
contemplated in section 
88B(4)(b) or section 88C(2)(b); 

(c) … 
(d) subject to subsection (3), the 

processes initiated by an order 
contemplated in section 
88C(2)(c) or (e) have been 
terminated or concluded in 
accordance with this Act. 

 

• It is unclear from the wording of the Bill what will 
be regarded as non acceptance of a referral. It is 
submitted that a time frame needs to be put in 
place to ensure that an applicant has sufficient 
time to apply for debt review. Failing which it can 
be regarded as a non-acceptance of the referral.  

• It must be made clear that a credit provider can 
only enforce the part of the contract that has not 
been suspended in terms of section 88C(2)(c) and 
88C(3). 
 

  S88D(3)- 
If the Tribunal ordered that the 
debt that underlies a credit 
agreement is extinguished, or 
that the credit agreement was 
reckless or void, the credit 
provider may not, in respect of 
the part of the debt that the 
order applies to, exercise or 
enforce by litigation or other 

• It is unclear why a credit provider should not be 
able to enforce any security on the agreement if 
the agreement has been extinguished. It is 
submitted that the consequences of an 
extinguished agreement be separated from that of 
a reckless or void agreement.  

• Agreements that have been extinguished may be 
subject to a credit guarantee which the credit 
provider should still be able to enforce.  
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judicial process any right or 
security under that credit 
agreement. 

  S88D(7)- 
The Tribunal may rescind or 
change an order for the debt 
intervention— 
(a) if information is placed before 

the Tribunal showing that the 
debt intervention applicant 
who applied for the debt 
intervention was dishonest in 
his or her application; or 

(b) if the debt intervention 
applicant who was granted a 
debt intervention fails to 
comply with the conditions of 
the order contemplated in 
section 88C(5), or fails to 
comply with the requirements 
of subsections (1), (4) or (6). 

 

• It is submitted that section 88C(2)(c) should be 
included in section 88D(7)(b). If an applicant fails 
to adhere to the partial payment arrangement 
made by the Tribunal, such an order should be 
subject to rescission.  
 

    
 

Section 88E Application for 
rehabilitation 

S88E(1)- 
A debt intervention applicant who 
was  granted  an  order  
contemplated in section 88C(2)(c), 
(e) or a combination including 
either order, may in the 
prescribed manner apply to the 

• Instead of referring to “a combination including 
wither order” subsection 88C(2)(f) can be inserted.  
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National Credit Regulator for a 
rehabilitation order to be granted 
by the Tribunal. 

  S88E(2)- 
An application for a rehabilitation 
order may be made at any time 
after an order contemplated in 
section 88C(2)(c), (e) or a 
combination including either 
order, was granted: Provided 
that the debt intervention 
applicant must submit proof that 
he or she has fulfilled the 
obligations that were due on the 
date of the application for the 
debt intervention, under each 
credit agreement affected by 
that order, by— 

(a) payment in full to the credit 
provider of the value of 
such obligations plus 
interest on that amount at 
the prescribed rate from the 
date of the application; or 

(b) entering into an agreement 
with a relevant credit 
provider to the effect that 
the value of such obligations 
plus interest on that 
amount at the prescribed 
rate from the date of the 

• Instead of referring to “a combination including 
wither order” subsection 88C(2)(f) can be inserted. 

• Section 88E allows an applicant whose debts were 
extinguished in terms of section 88C(4) to apply for 
rehabilitation. However, in these circumstances 
the conditions as set out in section 88E(2)(a) and 
(b) will not be applicable.  

• It is submitted that section 88C(4) either be 
excluded from the application for rehabilitation or 
that special provision is made for these types of 
applications. 

• This comment is applicable through section 88D.  
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application has been 
fulfilled to the satisfaction 
of the credit provider. 

  S88D(7) –  
(a) Where the Tribunal made an 

order contemplated in 
section 88C(5)(b), the 
affected debt intervention 
applicant may apply to the 
Tribunal to revise that order. 

(b) The application contemplated 
in paragraph (a) must be 
supported by a certificate in 
the prescribed form, from an 
accredited financial 
institution, stating that the 
affected debt intervention 
applicant successfully 
completed an approved 
financial literacy or budgeting 
skills programme. 
 

• Although section 88C(5)(d) of the makes an order 
for financial literacy training a discretionary order, 
section 88D(7) requires an applicant, who has a 
section 88C(5)(b) order to attend financial literacy 
training in order to apply for rehabilitation.  

• Thus, if section 88C(5)(d) applies, early 
rehabilitation will require an applicant to attend 
financial literacy training. 

• Section  

  S88D(7)- 
(c) The Minister must by notice in 

the Gazette provide a list of 
the— 
(i) accredited institutions; and 
(ii) approved financial literacy 

or budgeting skills 
programmes, contemplated 
in paragraph (b). 

• Section 88D(7)(c) should be a standalone section 
and should provide more details regarding the 
Ministers power to create financial literacy 
programme and electing institutions.  

• These programmes must be available to all South 
Africans and not just those that have access to city 
infrastructures. A applicant’s ability to apply for 
rehabilitation should not be crippled by the lack of 
access to financial literacy training programmes.  
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(d) If the Tribunal is satisfied that 
the debt intervention 
applicant has  produced the 
certificate contemplated in 
paragraph (b), the Tribunal 
may change the period of 
limitation imposed under 
section 88C(5)(b) so that such 
period ends on the day of the 
hearing of the application 
contemplated in paragraph 
(a). 

    
 

Section 88F Debt intervention to be 
prescribed  

S88F(3)-  
A debt intervention measure 
contemplated in subsection (1) 
may only benefit one or more of 
the following consumers: 
(a) Indigent persons; 

(b) persons  with  an  income  of 
less than R7500, which 
includes disabled persons, 
minors heading a household 
and women heading a 
household; 

(c) persons who suffered an 
unforeseen loss of income in 
a sector identified by the 
Minister by notice in the 
Gazette as being subject to 

• The Bill does not specify if the income will be per 
month, or more specifically for a six months 
average.  

• The inclusion of “which includes disabled persons, 
minors heading a household and women heading a 
household;” is superfluous as these groups are 
clearly also included. However, if special notice 
should be had in these cases, such special notice 
should be stipulated.  

•  
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mass retrenchments; or 
(d) persons who are subject to 

adverse conditions in a sector 
or region identified by the 
Minister by notice in the 
Gazette as such. 

 
  S88E(4) –  

A debt intervention measure 
contemplated in subsection (1) 
may consist of one or more of the 
following measures only: 
(a) Determining the maximum 

interest, fee or other charges 
applicable under a credit 
agreement for a specific 
period; 

(b) … 

• Does section 88E(4)(a) include secured credit 
agreements?  
 

  S88E(5) –  
Before prescribing a debt 
intervention measure 
contemplated in subsection (1), 
the Minister must— 
(a) … 
(b) … 
(c) … 
(e) publish a notice in the 

Gazette stating that he or 
she intends to prescribe a 
debt intervention 
measure, indicating the— 

• It is submitted that this notice must also be 
published in relevant local news papers, the NCR 
website, shared with relevant Trade Unions and 
any other avenue that will ensure that the majority 
of the public affected is notified of the special debt 
intervention. 
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(i) type of debt intervention 
measure to be prescribed; 

(ii) group of consumers who 
will qualify for the 
measure; 

(iii) type or value of the debt 
that will qualify for the 
measure; 

(iv) process for application 
and approval of the 
measure; and 

(v) consequences of the 
measure, and must 
provide interested parties 
at least 30 days within 
which to comment 
thereon; and 

    
 

Section 106 Credit insurance S106(1A)- 
 Where the term of a credit 
agreement exceeds six months 
and the principal debt does not 
exceed R50 000, the affected 
credit provider and consumer 
must enter into credit life 
insurance for the duration of the 
term of that credit agreement not 
exceeding, at any time during the 
life of the credit agreement, the 
total of the consumer’s 

• It is unclear wither this section applies to secured 
and unsecured credit agreements.  

• This section does not allow a consumer to elect 
another insurer as it states “the affected credit 
provider and consumer must enter into credit life 
insurance”. It is suggested that this section must 
be amended to read “…the affected credit provider 
must require the consumer to enter into credit life 
insurance…”, or similar. This will bring the section 
in line with section 106(4) of the Act.  
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outstanding obligations to the 
credit provider in terms of that 
credit agreement. 
 

    
 

Section 129 Required procedures 
before debt 
enforcement 

S129(4)- 
(d) the Tribunal ordered that the 

debt that underlies a credit 
agreement is extinguished, or 
that the credit agreement 
was reckless or void. 

• Section 129(4)(d) should be amended to include 
“court or”. 

• When an agreement is declared void, a person’s 
common law right to unjustified enrichment allows 
them to claim restitution. It is suggested that the 
amendments to the Act include the consequences 
of a ‘void’ agreement.  

    
Section 130 Debt procedures in 

court 
S130(4)- 
(e) the credit agreement— 
(i) is either suspended or subject 

to a debt rearrangement 
order or agreement, and the 
consumer has complied with 
that order or agreement; or 

(ii) was declared reckless or void 
by the Tribunal, or the 
Tribunal ordered that the 
debt underlying that credit 
agreement was extinguished, 

 

• The inclusion of “court or” in section 130(4)(e)(ii). 

    
Section 137 Initiating applications 

to Tribunal  
S137(1A)- 
The National Credit Regulator 
refer applications for the debt 

• This section should be amended to the following or 
similar: “The National Credit Regulator may refer 
applications for the debt intervention, 
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intervention contemplated in 
section 88A to the Tribunal in 
accordance with section 
88B(4)(d), or as may be prescribed 
in accordance with section 88F.  

contemplated in section 88A, to the Tribunal ,in 
the prescribed manner and form, in accordance 
with section 88B(4)(d), or as may be prescribed in 
accordance with section 88F.” 

    
Section 157C Offences related to 

registration 
S 157C(1)(f) –  
Any person who gives him or 
herself out as –  
(f) an alternative dispute 
resolution agent, without having 
been registered under section 
134A, commits an offence. 

• The NCA defines an ‘alternative dispute resolution 
agent’ (ADR) as a person who provides services to 
assist in the resolution of consumer credit disputes 
through conciliation, mediation or arbitration. The 
NCA does not currently provide for any formal 
procedure for conciliation, mediation and 
arbitration nor does it define what those services 
would entail.  

• With reference to the article published by Prof T 
Walker (Consumer Protection and Alternative 
Dispute Resolution, 2016 SA MERC LJ 21) any 
person that provides a consumer with assistance in 
resolving a credit dispute may be regarded as an 
ADR agent:  
 “So it will not always be easy to establish 
upfront that an entity or person is in fact acting as 
an ADR agent under the NCA — a church 
organisation or small community group for 
example. In order to ensure access to redress, such 
organisations should be encouraged to provide 
their services. This is what South African society 
needs, but they will have to exercise caution 
because if they assist consumers without being 
registered, a complaint could be laid with the 
Regulator. Attempting to resolve a dispute without 
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being registered with the Regulator will constitute 
prohibited conduct under the NCA and such 
organisations may face an investigation, a hearing 
before the Tribunal and the possibility of an 
administrative fine. Even just the possibility of such 
proceedings may cause many small entities to 
withdraw from assisting consumers. [at pg 30] 

• With reference to the above quote it becomes 
clear that a clearer definition of and ADR agent 
must be set out by the NCA. For example; would 
an attorney assisting their client with a credit 
matter be regarded as and ADR agent, or a 
daughter helping her elderly father to settle a 
credit dispute? Would such persons be required to 
register as ADR agents, failing which may result in 
an offence? This could not have been the intention 
of the legislature.  

• It is thus submitted that this proposed amended 
must be excluded pending a clearer definition of 
an ADR agent as well as a definition of which 
conduct would be regarded as prohibited in terms 
of the NCA.  

 

Suggested added amendments 

Section 83 Declaration of reckless 
credit agreement 

S83(1)- 
Despite any provision of law or 
agreement to the contrary, in any 
court or Tribunal proceedings in 
which a credit agreement is being 
considered, the court or Tribunal, 

• Summit has identified a number of reckless credit 
agreements which was referred to the magistrates’ 
court in terms of section 83. However, some courts 
do not allow a reckless credit case to be heard in 
isolation and requires it to be included under a 
debt review application or as part of a defence in 
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as the case may be, may declare 
that the credit agreement is 
reckless, as determined in 
accordance with this Part.  

the case of summary judgment.  
• Summit has also raised this issue with the Tribunal 

and were informed that they will only be able to 
hear reckless credit matters referred to them by 
the NCR. As a result, consumers who are the 
subject of reckless credit have no direct avenues to 
challenge these agreements and are forced to find 
alternative and often ineffective means to address 
reckless agreements.  

• It is suggested that section 83(1) be amended to 
make it clear that reckless credit agreements can 
be referred to a court or the Tribunal as a 
standalone matter. Suggested amendment: 
“Despite any provision of law or agreement to the 
contrary, in any court or Tribunal proceedings in 
which a credit agreement is being considered, the 
court or Tribunal, as the case may be, may declare 
that a the credit agreement is reckless, as 
determined in accordance with this Part.” 
 

• Over the course of three years, Summit has 
referred a number of cases, either directly or 
indirectly though our attorneys, to the NCR. 
However, none of these cases have resulted in any 
form compliance notice being sent to the credit 
provider or any referral to the Tribunal.  
 

    
Section126B Application of 

prescribed debt 
S126B- 
(1)[sic] (a) No person may sell a 

debt under a credit agreement 

• Section 126B only prohibits the collection of 
prescribed debt if a consumer raises prescription 
as a defence or would have raised it. Thus, the 
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to which this Act applied and 
that has been extinguished by 
prescription under the 
Prescription Act, 1969 (Act 68 
of 1969). 

(b) No person may continue the 
collection of, or re-activate a 
debt under a credit agreement 
to which this Act applies- 
(i) which debt has been 

extinguished by prescription 
under the Prescription Act, 
1969 (Act 68 of 1969); and 

(ii) where the consumer raises 
the defence of prescription, 
or would reasonably have 
raised the defence of 
prescription had the 
consumer been aware of 
such a defence, in response 
to a demand, whether as 
part of legal proceedings or 
otherwise.  

collection of prescribed debt to which the Act 
applies is not prohibited in toto.  

• It is suggested that section 126B be amended to 
exclude section 126B(b)(ii), prohibiting the 
collection on prescribed debt.  

• Section 126B can rather make provision for 
instances where consumer specifically elects to 
make payments towards a prescribed debt.  

    
Section 129 Required procedures 

before debt 
enforcement  

S129(1)- 
If a consumer is in default under a 
credit agreement, the credit 
provider -  
 

• The Bill provides for a debt intervention 
application and should thus also be included in 
section 129.  

• Suggested inclusion in section 129(1)(a): “(1) If a 
consumer is in default under a credit agreement, 
the credit provider: 
(a) may draw the default to the notice of the 
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consumer in writing and propose that the 
consumer refer the credit agreement to the 
National Credit Regulator for debt intervention, 
or to a debt counsellor, alternative dispute 
resolution agent,…” 

 
    
Section 81 Prevention of reckless 

credit 
S81(4)- 
For all purposes of this Act, it is a 
complete defence to an allegation 
that a credit agreement is reckless 
if- 
(a) the credit provider 

establishes that the consumer 
failed to fully and truthfully 
answer any requests for 
information made by the 
credit provider as part of the 
assessment required by this 
section; and  

(b) a court or the Tribunal 
determines that the 
consumer’s failure to do so 
materially affected the ability 
of the credit provider to make 
such a proposed assessment.  

• Section 81(4) of the Act serves as a reminder to 
consumer to answer any request for information 
fully and truthfully, it provides no protection for 
consumers. Section 81(4) does, however, provide a 
credit provider with a remedy, should an 
agreement be challenged on recklessness.   

• Although it is important for consumers to be 
honest when completing a credit application, this 
section serves as an all too easy scapegoat for 
unscrupulous lenders.  

• It comes as no surprise that most consumers under 
states their living expenses when applying for a 
loan. Sometimes consumers are encouraged by a 
credit provider to overstate their income and 
understate their living expense in order to qualify. 
The case of National Credit Regulator v Shoprite 
Investments LTD  [2017] ZANCT 98 (5 September 
2017) serves as a good example of this.  

• Thus, the information provided or agreed to by the 
consumer in a credit application is often 
unreliable. 

• It is recommended that section 81(4) be amended 
to include factors that must be taken into account 
by a court or the Tribunal when making a 
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determination of materiality of the consumer’s 
failure.  

    
- Payday loans - • The Act currently makes no provision for the 

regulation of payday loans. These loans often trap 
overburdened consumers in a debt spiral. These 
loans are also very costly as a credit provider can 
charge an initiation fee for each payday loan 
granted. Even with reckless credit provision, these 
consumers have no real avenue for redress. By the 
time these reckless loans are challenged they have 
been paid in full and thereby leaving the consumer 
without a remedy.  

• It is submitted that the legislature urgently 
addresses the shortcomings in the Act in dealing 
with payday loans and ensure that consumers are 
protected from exploitation.   
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